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Komodo Doube Cab TS RTR
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Kombo Double Cab TS RTR 1/10 Scale Crawler 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

Price with discount $368.59

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $368.59

Sales price without tax $368.59

Discount 

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

STEEL LADDER FRAME
GS02 frame is designed to look as a chassis of a real car frame and the material of the frame is made of high strength steel, C-channel side rail
and is with hex wrench bolted with cross members, which make it resistant to twisting or wraping.
Also, steel parts are black powder coated finish to prevent rust.

ADJUSTABLE WHEELBASE
GS02 chassis allows three type of easy adjustment of wheelbase convert kit to use any type of 300, 313 and 324mm custom bodies. (optional
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link kits are sold separately)

FRONT WEIGHT BALANCE
Komodo double cab's weight balance designed to be placed on the forward of the car.
This will increase the tire tracktion to the front wheel to provide better crawling on a high tilt angle rocks and better driving performance when hill
climbing and this will help minimizing the vehicle's rolling over when climbing.

CHASSIS MOUNTED SERVO SYSTEM WITH PANHARD BAR
Komodo double cab's steering system has a steering servo on the frame just like a 1:1 real car.
It is designed to make it as closed to the zero bump steer so bump steer movement does not appear by front wheel suspension movements, so
we ended up with maximizing the steering performance of the vehicle.
In addition, the Panhard-bar is designed to avoid interference with nearby parts, so that the front suspension and shocks can move freely
without any loss.

Features:

1/10 SCALE
TTR Transmission
Front Weight Balance
4 Wheel Drive
CMS system
Ready-to-Run (Battery and Charger NOT Included)

 

Specifications:

Width : 230mm
Height : 245mm
Height(with out roof rack) : 213mm
Length : 525mm
Wheel base : 313mm
Ground clearance : 73mm
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